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**A B S T R A C T**

Secure multimedia delivery in modern and future networks is one of the most challenging problems towards the system integration of fourth generation (4G) networks. This integration means that different service and network providers will have to interoperate in order to offer their services to end users. This multidomain environment poses serious threats to the end user who has contract with, and trusts only a limited number of operators and service providers. One such threat is end users’ privacy on which we will focus in this paper. Probably the most promising protocol for multimedia session management is the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), which is an application layer protocol and thus can operate on top of different lower layer technologies. SIP is quite popular and a lot of research has been conducted; however, it still has some security issues, one of which is related to privacy and more particularly the protection of user identities (IDs). In this paper we comment on the ID privacy issue of SIP and propose a framework called PrivaSIP that can protect either the caller’s ID or both the caller’s and the callee’s IDs in multidomain environments. We present different implementations of our framework based on asymmetric and symmetric cryptography analyzing the pros and cons of each one of them. Furthermore, we provide performance measurements in order to estimate the performance penalty of our framework over standard SIP. The most significant advantage of our method is that it can assure user ID protection even when SIP messages are transmitted through untrusted SIP domains, while our results show that this can be achieved with no perceived delay by the end user.
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1. Introduction

Multimedia is an application class with great importance in today’s and future networks no matter whether these are wired or wireless. In fact, it is important that multimedia delivery is based on interoperable protocols so that converged (and possibly heterogeneous) networks can offer uninterrupted services. It is expected that the next generation of wireless networks, namely 4G, will be based on IP, realizing an all-IP architecture. It is obvious at this point that such IP-based networks will be fully compliant with wired networks and the Internet with no need for gateways or other traversal means. In such an environment the multimedia delivery will be possible even when users move or change between networks with different access layer technologies.

One of the most important protocols supporting multimedia services is the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) (Rosenberg et al., 2002). SIP is an application layer control signaling protocol responsible for the creation, modification and termination of multimedia sessions. One of the facts that show the significance of SIP is that 3GPP consortium (3rd Generation Partnership Project) chose it to be the multimedia management protocol of 3G networks multimedia subsystem (IP Multimedia Subsystem—IMS). Since SIP is an application layer protocol, it can transparently operate over any type of network; furthermore, it also has the ability to support application layer handovers when a lower layer handover occurs (Schulzrinne and Wedlund, 2000). Another advantage of SIP is that it can inherently support multidomain environments and thus it can fully operate in future networks where many different operators and service providers may co-exist.

SIP has been a protocol that has received extensive attention and part of the research has shown that it suffers from security issues (Geneiatakis et al., 2005) some of which have already been solved (Geneiatakis et al., 2005; Geneiatakis et al., 2007). In this paper we focus on privacy and more specifically on the protection of user IDs that normally are publicly available to anyone who has access on the underlying network. SIP utilizes SIP URIs to locate users and appropriately route SIP messages. A SIP URI has the form “user_ID@domain_name”, for example smith@minitrue.org. When a SIP user wishes to contact another user both their SIP URIs (and thus their user IDs) will be present in the corresponding SIP messages. In this paper we protect these user IDs from
unauthorized parties; this does not imply the protection of domain names as well since they are necessary for the operation of the protocol. While there are also other solutions for protecting the privacy of end users, these are not adequate in certain occasions compared to our schemes as we will show.

The existence of several overlapping networks in 4G will lead to a plethora of choices between different network providers for the user. Taking into account that multimedia content providers could be other than the network providers it is obvious that each user has to communicate with different administrative domains. These domains will not always be known or trusted beforehand so the users must be very careful when revealing their IDs to such foreign domains. The only viable assumption that can be made in such environments is that only domains that the user has a subscription with can be considered trusted.

In this paper we propose a framework that protects the IDs of communicating users regardless of the number or the level of trust of domains that reside between them. In Karopoulos et al. (2008), we have proposed a method for protecting caller only IDs based on SIP Proxy server certificates and the RSA algorithm. Here, we introduce the utilization of other cryptographic algorithms as well, in order to benefit from the advantages of symmetric and elliptic curve cryptography. Also, we further improve our scheme by offering the option to protect the callee’s ID as well. Our framework operates in an ad-hoc manner requiring no prior trust agreements between the user and traversed domains other than the possession of already shared or public keys of the respective SIP Proxy server. We also provide performance analysis of various implementations of our framework through an appropriate testbed and compare our results with standard SIP that provides no ID privacy. Furthermore, we review existing solutions in SIP privacy pointing out their advantages and disadvantages compared to our proposal.

Section 2 starts by presenting the ID privacy issues of SIP in more detail. In this section the problem statement is given followed by a section reviewing related work on solutions that could offer privacy services to SIP users. Section 3 presents our framework, namely PrivaSIP, its two variations and five implementations with different cryptographic algorithms. In Section 4 we provide time delay measurements of our schemes in comparison to standard SIP. In Section 5 there is a discussion about the results of our experiments and comments on choosing the optimum implementation. Section 6 summarizes the contribution of this paper compared to previous work, while Section 7 concludes the paper and gives some directions for further research.

2. SIP identity privacy issues

In this section we present a generalized SIP architecture which spans across many different administrative domains and the identity privacy issues that arise from it. Our analysis is so general that applies to either wired or wireless scenarios or a mix of them. We pay special attention on the applicability of our solution to heterogeneous, in terms of access technology, networks which belong to different administrative domains. This is because the next generation of networks, also known with the term 4G, will probably be composed of interconnected networks that may not be administered by the same provider or by providers that have trust agreements between them. In such a many-to-many fashioned environment where security and/or privacy policies enforcement is not always feasible, care should be taken so that users IDs are protected even when they are roaming through untrusted domains. Multimedia content delivery in 4G can be realized with SIP no matter which link layer technology is being used. Without loss of generality, for the remainder of the paper we employ an example of a Voice-over-IP (VoIP) call between two users. However, the proposed solutions apply as is to other types of multimedia sessions as well. In this example SIP utilizes the standard way of authentication as defined in Rosenberg et al. (2002), which is Digest authentication using pre-shared username and password as credentials.

In Fig. 1, O’Brien uses a fixed terminal residing in miniluv domain and Smith uses a mobile terminal. Smith’s Home Domain is minitruw but at the moment he roams to a different domain, minipax, and wants to contact O’Brien. If Smith’s terminal is not aware of its Home SIP Proxy’s IP address then a possibility is that other Proxies (like Local outbound Proxy) intervene between Smith and minitruw.org as well as between minitruw.org and miniluv.org. Most of the times these SIP Proxies are unknown to Smith and cannot be considered trusted; moreover, Smith has no means to control which Proxies his messages will travel through. Such messages, which are known as SIP messages, contain among other information SIP URIs. A SIP URI is a URI similar to an e-mail address which contains a user ID and a domain name separated by the “@” symbol. Taking smith@minitruw.org as an example, “smith” is the user ID and “minitruw.org” the domain name. In our
more specifically, minipax is not Smith's Home Domain, but if Smith is to use its services he must have some kind of agreement with it, and consequently, trust it to some extent. However, the credentials used in this domain can be different than those used in his Home Domain, which is minitrue. A probable requirement here could be that Smith wishes that each set of credentials is available only to the corresponding domain and not to anyone else. Considering ID privacy, SIP per se cannot protect users' IDs since they are transmitted in the clear. Other methods that have been proposed so far and are presented in the related work section prove to be inadequate in certain occasions. What is really needed is a solution that selectively makes Smith's ID known only to entitled trusted entities, while hiding it from untrusted ones.

Considering the previous example the information that is revealed to third parties is that a user from minitrue.org domain has a conversation with O'Brien from miniluv.org. In a second example, a more effective, in terms of privacy, scheme could also protect O'Brien's ID so that the only information available to third parties would be that a user from minitrue.org has some sort of communication with a user from miniluv.org.

In order to demonstrate the SIP ID privacy issue more clearly we examine the headers of a SIP message used for placing a call, e.g., an INVITE sent from Smith to O'Brien (other SIP messages have similar headers):

```
INVITE sip:obrien@miniluv.org SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 195.251.161.144:5060;
branch=h2zb04b47Kb43
Max-Forwards: 60
From: Smithsip:smith@minitrue.org
;
tag = 2exdfd76a1
To: O'Brien sip:obrien@miniluv.org
Call-ID: 2201382519848276881@minitrue.org
CSeq: 1 INVITE
Contact: sip:smith@minitrue.org
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 151
```

As it can easily be seen in the above message, particular headers reveal private information about the two communicating parties. More specifically, the headers that reveal information about the caller and the callee are:

- The first line of the message contains a Request-URI which reveals the callee's ID
- \(<\text{Via}\>\) reveals the caller's host IP address,
- \(<\text{From}\>\) reveals the caller's SIP URI (which is composed from the user's ID followed by his Home Domain name)
- \(<\text{To}\>\) reveals the callee's SIP URI
- \(<\text{Call-ID}\>\) reveals the domain where the caller belongs (in this case minitrue.org) and
- \(<\text{Contact}\>\) reveals where the caller can be contacted so that the two parties can establish a peer-to-peer connection (the value of this field can be either a SIP URI or simply an IP address).

We argue that our aim is to protect only the IDs of the users and not all the information about them like their hosts’ IPs and the domains they belong. In fact such information is necessary since the callee must know the caller's IP in order to eventually establish a peer-to-peer media session. Moreover, third-party Proxies must be aware of the caller's and the callee's Home Domains in order to route the messages to the right SIP Proxies. For the above reasons we argue that the protection of such information is out of the scope of this paper; we refer the reader to Gritzalis (2004) where a review of such solutions can be found. For instance, one possible solution towards solving this issue is that the user's SIP Home Proxy could play the role of a Network Address Translation (NAT) server as well.

There are a number of malicious acts associated with the lack of user ID privacy. The first and more obvious one is that everybody can have access to information regarding who is communicating with whom. If this information is systematically gathered then a certain user can be profiled, based on VoIP calls and other multimedia usage. When SIP URLs are made available then a possible attack is also Spam over IP Telephony or SPIT (Rosenberg and Jennings, 2008), which is similar to e-mail spam. Another consideration is that the movement of a specific user can be tracked by observing the transmitted IDs over time. This can happen when a mobile user handovers between different networks and transmits his ID in order to transfer the existing session to the new network. This can also be the case when session mobility is supported and a certain user continues using a session but changes between different devices, either mobile or not.

3. Related work

The issue of privacy protection is not completely ignored in SIP and this is proved by the fact that Rosenberg et al., 2002 includes certain mechanisms that can assist a user in protecting his privacy. These mechanisms can be separated to cryptography based ones which are S/MIME (Ramsdell, 2004), SIPS URI/TLS and IPsec, and the non-cryptographic solution of “Anonymous” URI. A different approach is the extension of the basic SIP protocol that led to the solution presented in Peterson (2002), which will be referred here as “Privacy Mechanism for SIP”. This is in fact a general purpose privacy mechanism which has also been used in Jennings et al., 2002 adapted to the specific needs arose there. What we must note is that the aforementioned mechanisms are not focusing on protecting user ID privacy specifically but since they can achieve such qualities we consider them here as related work. In the following all the above solutions are presented in more detail, while more attention is given on how each solution can be utilized to protect end users’ IDs.

3.1. S/MIME

SIP messages consist of two parts: the header and the body. The body part is nothing more than a MIME body so an obvious solution to protect it is by using the standard way which is S/MIME. Although this may seem out of scope, given that our work focuses on protecting specific SIP headers, S/MIME in the context of SIP can be used to cryptographically protect individual SIP headers.

S/MIME protects the confidentiality of SIP headers and bodies using digital certificates. In order to protect the privacy of end users, S/MIME can encapsulate SIP messages into MIME bodies and encrypt them properly. In our case the encapsulated message can contain the real ID of the caller while the “outer” message contains a \(<\text{From}\>\) header of the form: “sip:anonymous@anonymizer:invalid”. When the called party receives the message, he decrypts the body to find the ID of the caller. What must be noted here is that the ID of the callee cannot be anonymized using the same mechanism since the intermediate SIP Proxies do not have access to the plain MIME body and an anonymous \(<\text{To}\>\) field would made them unable to route the message to the intended recipient.

Although S/MIME can seem as a promising solution there are some obvious weaknesses. First of all the receiver of messages must somehow be aware of the identity of the sender a priori, in
order to find the appropriate certificate to decrypt the message body. Another privacy weakness is that the receiver knows the ID of the sender, while the receiver’s ID is not protected from third parties. Another serious weakness of this scheme is that it cannot support authentication since the ID of the caller is not visible to any of the intermediate SIP Proxies. Finally, a full Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is required in order to manage certificates for the end users.

3.2. SIPS URI/TLS

It is possible for end users to request that their messages along the whole path to their destination are transported with the use of TLS protocol in order to ensure their privacy protection. This is accomplished with the use of “sips:” instead of “sip:” in a typical SIP URI. While a SIP message having a ⟨To⟩ header of the form: “sip:obrien@miniluv.org” will be visible by anyone, its security enhanced equivalent “sips:obrien@miniluv.org” will request all intermediaries to use TLS in a hop-by-hop manner until the specified domain is reached. After that, the message is handled according to the local security and routing policy.

This approach also presents some worth noting issues. If SIPS URI scheme is selected, then the use of TLS implies the use of TCP as a transport means, while the preferred transport protocol for SIP is UDP. While there is also the solution of DTLS (Rescorla and Modadugu, 2006), which is the equivalent of TLS using UDP as transport mechanism, it is a scheme that was proposed later than SIP so it is not included in (Rosenberg et al., 2002). The main drawback of SIPS URI, however, is that there is no guaranteed end-to-end protection. While TLS can be used in each hop-by-hop connection, it is not possible to dictate or even be informed somehow that it will be used in every intermediate connection. This can result in two possible attacks; the first one is a downgrade attack, where some intermediate proxy just does not use TLS or replaces “sips:” scheme with “sip:”. In the second attack the caller uses plain “sip:” scheme and some intermediate proxy modifies it to a SIPS URI so that the recipient of the message believes that their communication is TLS protected. This approach requires the operation of a full PKI to manage digital certificates for end users and intermediate SIP Proxies.

3.3. IPsec

For the purposes of SIP, IPsec can be used in a hop-by-hop fashion protecting the data transmitted between two hosts at the network level. The main difference between IPsec and SIPS URI/TLS in the context of SIP is the transparency offered by IPsec to SIP User Agents (UAs). As it is stated in Rosenberg et al. (2002), IPsec will be more suitable in cases where the communicating parties have already established a trust relationship with one another as opposed to SIPS URI scheme.

What holds for end-to-end protection in SIPS URI also applies here; it is not guaranteed. This is because there is neither an available mechanism to impose the use of IPsec in all intermediate hosts nor a way for communicating parties to be aware of whether this actually happened or not.

3.4. Anonymous URI

Another approach proposed in Rosenberg et al. (2002) for the protection of caller’s ID is the use of an Anonymous URI in the ⟨From⟩ field. This URI has meaningless values and it is of the form: “sip:anonymous@anonymous.invalid”. It must be noted here that this Anonymous URI is inserted into the ⟨From⟩ field by the UA itself which means that the SIP Proxy can never have access to the real URI.

The drawback of this solution is that it cannot support UA authentication since no ID is transmitted. A possible workaround could be a UA device shared among many end users. This device will own a specific pair of username and password for authentication purposes which will be the same for all users; however, such a solution creates other important security issues like repudiation of actions.

3.5. Privacy mechanism for SIP

The scheme described in Peterson (2002) is an extension of the basic SIP protocol and defines two ways for the protection of end user’s privacy: user and network provided privacy. The end user can choose between these two or utilize both at the same time. When the UA chooses user provided privacy, it populates certain SIP headers with meaningless values, for example ⟨From⟩ field with an Anonymous URI. When network provided privacy is selected an intermediate node is assigned a new logical role for offering anonymization services to UAs while at the same time is responsible for directing messages from and to the anonymous user as a normal SIP Proxy. In order to enable UAs to request such services a new SIP header is introduced, namely ”Privacy-hdr”, which takes the following values: header, session, user, none and critical. With the use of one or more of these values the users can ask the network to: obscure headers that cannot be altered without the assistance of an intermediate, for example ⟨Via⟩ and ⟨Contact⟩, provide anonymization services for the session initiated by the message, cancel any default privacy preferences or mark the criticality of the request for privacy. The recommended way for the UA to communicate with the privacy service provider is by using network or transport layer security protocols.

This mechanism has also been adapted to fit certain requirements in Jennings et al. (2002). In this version the user sends a SIP message through a trusted set of Proxies revealing his true ID. When the message is about to leave this trusted domain, the last Proxy withholds the true ID of the user. Similarly to the initial scheme the last Proxy must keep state information in order to route back the responses.

A shortcoming of this method is that the node offering privacy services must keep a significant amount of state information in order to complete the proper routing of the messages. Another issue is that this node can potentially be a single point of failure if replication is not used. When user provided privacy alone is chosen then what applies for the “Anonymous URI” solution also applies here. The authors of this method have chosen not to consider any privacy considerations arose by the use of authentication mechanisms like Digest authentication. However, a username used in such a method could possibly reveal private information about the end user. Finally, a limited PKI is necessary with certificates issued only for SIP Proxies so that UAs can contact them securely with the use of TLS.

4. PrivaSIP

Following the privacy issues presented in Section 3 we would like to present our approach of defeating such problems when using SIP. While concealing user IDs could be a sort of protection for both examples of Section 3, it would make SIP non-operable. That is because SIP needs user IDs in order to locate the correspondent users, route the messages appropriately and possibly charge them for the received services. A more convenient solution would be the revealing of user IDs only to absolutely
necessary parties so as to route SIP messages appropriately and authenticate the caller before offering their services.

The proposed solution is an identity protection framework named PrivaSIP. The main idea behind the PrivaSIP framework is that each ID should be individually encrypted in a way that it can be recovered only by entities that need to do so in order for SIP protocol to operate correctly. Hereinafter the term “ID” is used to abbreviate either the user ID part of a SIP URI or other types of user IDs like a Digest authentication username. We define here two different variations of PrivaSIP: in the first one only the caller’s IDs are protected while in the second both the caller’s and the callee’s IDs are protected; we will refer to these two variations as PrivaSIP-1 and PrivaSIP-2, respectively.

Using the previous analysis of a SIP INVITE message we can present here which are the specific header fields that need protection, so that user IDs are protected as well. What we must clear out here is that our solution does not aim at protecting the confidentiality of whole messages or provide message integrity; such requirements should be met by utilizing other mechanisms. The solution we propose is to strip whichever information is not necessary and use encryption for the rest. More specifically:

- we leave `<Via>` field’s value as is, because it only reveals the IP address of the host
- `<Contact>` field’s value is replaced with the IP address of the caller’s host. End users’ IP addresses usually are not static so eavesdroppers cannot easily relate it with the permanent ID of the user
- the display name in `<From>` field (“Smith” in our example) is stripped or replaced by the string “Anonymous”
- the user ID part of `<From>` field (i.e. “smith” in “smith@minitrue.org”) is encrypted using either asymmetric or symmetric cryptography. As it is obvious we propose a scheme that rather relies on pseudonymity than anonymity (Pfitzmann and Hansen, 2008). If the same pseudonym is always used then the user can be “profiled” and his movement (in case of a mobile user) can be easily tracked. For this reason a padding scheme should be used so that the resulting pseudonym is different every time
- when callee’s ID privacy is also a requirement then the previous encryption procedure applies to the user ID found in Request-URI and `<To>` field.

The resulting message for the first variation of PrivaSIP, where only the caller ID is protected, is shown below. In this example the hexadecimal representation is used for the encrypted part of the URI and its length depends on the cryptographic algorithm.

```plaintext
INVITE sip:obrien@miniluv.org SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 195.251.161.144:5060; branch=b79h449564
Max-Forwards: 60
From: <sip:0AEE5F83...129F32@minitrue.org>; tag=xed9f6sc71
To: O’Brien<sip:obrien@miniluv.org>
Call-ID: 3204876528218519821@minitrue.org
CSeq: 1 INVITE
Proxy-Authorization: Digest username=‘.A8383F47...0A19AB98‘”, algorithm=MD5, realm=’minitrue.org‘, nonce=‘.lae34d7f0F54de0a‘, qop=’auth‘, opaque=‘.54a20de7b987310‘, response=‘.f4fe3...86e75e‘”, nc=00000001, cnonce=’adhefgbdl’
Contact: 195.251.161.144
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 151
```

If authentication is not required then the most practical and effective solution would be the employment of “Anonymous” URI in `<From>` header. However, in a real-world environment the most probable case is that the user must be authenticated in order to be charged for the services he receives. If caller ID privacy is also a requirement then the existing schemes presented in the related work section are not adequate. As already stated, in this paper we only consider Digest authentication (Franks et al., 1999), which is the standard way of authenticating users in SIP environments. In the following we will present an example where both the Local outbound SIP Proxy and Home Proxy require Smith to authenticate in order to receive their services. We assume that Smith has a different set of credentials for each of the two domains and he is willing to present each of the two IDs he possesses only to the corresponding domain. Naturally, since Smith has credentials from both domains it means that he has some kind of agreement with each one of them, so he is aware of what kind of private information he presents to each domain. The key point here is that the caller has the choice to present private information only to selected domains minimizing the number of entities that posses this information. Moreover, he reveals to each domain only the private information this domain already know about the user’s ID and not IDs that this user may possess from other domains. Caller ID privacy during the authentication process can be assured in a similar way as in the previous example. When the INVITE message is received, the Local outbound Proxy responds with a 407 Proxy Authentication Required message. Smith sends back a new INVITE where he encrypts the username used in `<Proxy-Authorization>` field with the (public or shared) key of the Local outbound Proxy as shown below. Also, the user ID part of `<From>` field is encrypted with the key of Home Proxy. It is worth noting that this encryption process does not imply in any way that it supports user authentication; this task is conducted with the utilization of Digest authentication. The different user IDs used here are in accordance with Rosenberg et al. (2002) and reveal each ID only to the intended Proxy.

```plaintext
INVITE sip:obrien@miniluv.org SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 195.251.161.144:5060; branch=b79h449564
Max-Forwards: 60
From: <sip:0AEE5F83...129F32@minitrue.org>; tag=xed9f6sc71
To: O’Brien<sip:obrien@miniluv.org>
Call-ID: 6293841888221120785@minitrue.org
CSeq: 1 INVITE
Proxy-Authorization: Digest username=‘.A8383F47...0A19AB98‘”, algorithm=MD5, realm=’minitrue.org‘, nonce=‘.lae34d7f0F54de0a‘, qop=’auth‘, opaque=‘.54a20de7b987310‘, response=‘.f4fe3...86e75e‘”, nc=00000001, cnonce=’adhefgbdl’
Contact: 195.251.161.144
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 151
```

The Local outbound Proxy decrypts Smith’s username and completes the authentication process and, if it is successful, it forwards the INVITE to Smith’s Home Proxy. The Home Proxy also completes authentication in the same manner. After that, the initial INVITE message is forwarded to the Inbound Proxy which sends it to O’Brien. As we can see no untrusted entities involved in the protocol (including O’Brien) are aware of Smith’s ID. When O’Brien answers the call he uses the same encrypted headers, and his response travels all the way back to minitrue.org where the Proxy deciphers `<From>` header to discover the recipient of the message.

While the usefulness of our scheme is proven through examples, this does not limit its generality. The same procedure would be followed if, for instance, there were SIP Registrars instead of Proxies and REGISTER messages instead of INVITES.
We can further improve the aforementioned variation so that it also preserves called party’s ID as well. In order to present the inner workings of our second variation we will use the same example. The protection of callee’s ID is achieved by a similar mechanism as the caller’s ID with the use of asymmetric cryptography; more specifically we encrypt the ID with the public key of callee’s Home Domain SIP Proxy. This variation uses only asymmetric cryptography since the caller usually does not have any shared secrets with the callee’s Home Proxy. It must be noted here that we also protect callee’s ID as shown in Section 3.

As we already presented some SIP headers of an INVITE message must be altered to protect the ID of the caller. Apart from these headers, in this scheme we also protect ⟨To⟩ field and Request-URI, which exposes callee’s ID. The resulting message is shown below:

```
INVITE sip: 3P778AD9...B9E1COA1@miniluv.org SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP 195.251.161.144:5060;
branch = b44k730497hz
Max-Forwards: 60
From: ⟨sip:OABE5F83...129F32@minitru.e.org⟩; tag = d7ce9ab7a1
To: ⟨sip:5AD73F79...B9E1COA1@miniluv.org⟩
Call-ID: 3848276298220188511@minitru.e.org
CSeq: 1 INVITE
Contact: 195.251.161.144
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 151
```

What applies for user authentication in our first variation also applies here. The caller can hide both his ID and Digest username, while also the callee’s ID is protected from third parties. The procedure that is followed is the same as presented previously except that when an INVITE is forwarded to the Inbound SIP Proxy, the ⟨To⟩ field is decrypted and subsequently send to O’Brien. When O’Brien responds back he uses the same encrypted headers so that the privacy-enhanced SIP message is routed appropriately.

In the subsequent sections we present five different implementations of our framework using different encryption algorithms. Our purpose is to find out which category of algorithms or specific algorithm is more efficient when used in our framework. These implementations fall into two categories following the two PrivaSIP variations: in the first one only the caller ID is protected while in the second one both the caller and the callee IDs are protected from third parties. In all these schemes the caller ID is protected and this can be done either with symmetric cryptography using as a key the Digest authentication password shared between the user and his Home Proxy, or with asymmetric cryptography using the public key of the Home Proxy. In the second category of schemes where the callee ID has to be protected as well, the public keys of both the caller’s and the callee’s Home Domains are used. This category of schemes uses only asymmetric cryptography since the caller usually does not have any shared secrets with the callee’s Home Proxy. The specific cryptographic algorithms used in our case are for PrivaSIP-1: the well-known public key algorithm by Rivest, Shamir and Adleman (RSA) (Rivest et al., 1978), the Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme (ECIES) (Abdalla et al., 1998), and the symmetric Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) (Daemen and Rijmen, 2002), and for PrivaSIP-2: RSA, and ECIES. Other asymmetric and symmetric algorithms can also be used based on the same principles. The use of asymmetric cryptography implies that some kind of PKI should be in place; in our case a limited PKI is enough. This partial PKI will issue and manage certificates for SIP proxies only, since these certificates are only used for the encryption of user IDs (and Digest usernames when needed).

4.1. PrivaSIP-1: caller identity privacy

According to the scheme we have proposed in Karopoulos et al. (2008), caller ID hiding can be supported even when untrusted SIP Proxies reside between trusted parties, like in the example shown in Fig. 1. In order to fulfill this requirement we used asymmetric cryptography with RSA and encrypted the caller’s ID with the Home Proxy’s public key so that only this trusted entity can recover it. At the same time, everybody else (including the callee, other users and Proxies) has access only to the encrypted form of the ID.

Here we define three implementations that utilize either asymmetric or symmetric cryptography. The first one, which is the one proposed in Karopoulos et al. (2008), is PrivaSIP-1 with RSA or PrivaSIP-1-RSA for short, and uses the Home Proxy’s public key to encrypt the user ID and Digest username when this is necessary. Our next implementation, namely PrivaSIP-1-ECIES, is based on the standard encryption scheme for Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), which is ECIES, also known as DHAES (Abdalla et al., 1998). A different approach is used in the last one, which is PrivaSIP-1-AES, where a symmetric cryptographic algorithm is utilized, more specifically AES, for the encryption of the caller ID. Since the caller and his Home Proxy share a password, which is used for Digest authentication, this password can also be used as a key (or as a key seed or master key) for the encryption of user ID with AES.

We have already pointed out the necessity of a padding scheme so that a user cannot be “profiled” even when his IDs are encrypted. For this reason we utilized Optimal Asymmetric Encryption Padding (OAEP) (Bellare and Rogaway, 1995) for RSA, resulting in a different user pseudonym every time. Describing ECIES in high level, to encrypt an amount of data, a new symmetric key is produced each time from the recipient’s public key and data are encrypted with a symmetric algorithm using this derived key. For this reason, a padding scheme is not necessary here since the key is different every time so the ID pseudonym will also be different. A suitable padding scheme for PrivaSIP-1-AES would be the one described in ISO 10126:1991 (1991); this standard specifies that the padding should be done at the end of the last block of data with random bytes, and the padding boundary should be specified by the last byte. This way, every time the ID pseudonym will have a different value. Other padding schemes like adding zeroes at the end of the data block or adding the same string every time would result in the same pseudonym every time rendering our mechanism useless.

A pre-condition for PrivaSIP-1-RSA and PrivaSIP-1-ECIES to work is that the Home Proxy has a public–private key pair and the UA possess the public key. Similarly for PrivaSIP-1-AES there must be a Digest authentication password shared between the UA and the corresponding SIP Proxy.

4.2. PrivaSIP-2: caller/callee identity privacy

In this section we further improve the aforementioned scheme so that it also preserves called party’s ID as well. Our purpose is to have an alternative when callee’s privacy is also a requirement. In PrivaSIP-2 the caller ID is only recoverable by his Home Proxy while the callee’s ID is available only to his own Home Proxy (which is the “Inbound SIP Proxy” in Fig. 1).

In PrivaSIP-2 we define two implementations using asymmetric cryptography. Here an approach based on symmetric cryptography (e.g. AES) cannot be applied to protect callee’s ID.
since it is difficult for the caller to have a shared secret with every possible callee’s Home Proxy. In the first implementation the RSA algorithm is utilized and padding can be implemented with a mechanism like OAEP encoding; the UA of the caller encrypts caller’s ID with the public key of his Home Proxy and callee’s ID with the public key of the callee’s Home Proxy. For the second implementation we have used Elliptic Curve Cryptography with ECIES and its operation is identical to the previous one based on RSA. This way in both schemes the caller’s ID is only recoverable by his Home Domain and the callee’s ID is only disclosed to his own Home Proxy. In this scheme SIP Proxies must have public–private key pairs and both public keys must be available to the caller.

5. PrivaSIP service time measurements

The performance of the proposed schemes for both the client and the server was evaluated in a properly designed testbed and the results are depicted in this section. It is well known that security or privacy mechanisms come always at a cost. However, apart from the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed mechanism, the key question in every case is if that cost is affordable. So, our intention here is not to evaluate SIP’s performance in general but to determine the performance penalty imposed by our methods compared to standard SIP transactions. In the related work section we extensively discussed all known schemes to each other. For the client’s delay on the other hand we were forced to rerun our experiments in order to be able to compare our results for this method’s server delay. This is essential since in Karopoulos et al. (2008) for PrivaSIP-1-RSA since there is no modification to the software used for measuring client’s delay is based on Twinkle SIP softphone version 1.1.

We have already presented some initial results for PrivaSIP-1-RSA in Karopoulos et al. (2008). However, here we present new results for this method’s server delay. This is essential since in Karopoulos et al. (2008) we measured only a part of a SIP call while here we measure its overall time, i.e., from its initiation until the ringing phase. Another reason is that part of the testbed used in Karopoulos et al. (2008) has been substantially changed in the current work to be more realistic. The difference between the two SIP call flows (roundtrips) is depicted in Fig. 2. More specifically, the delays we presented in our previous work measure the time from the initiation of the call until the end of the first roundtrip, while here we measure the delay until the second roundtrip. The reason we do this is that in our previous work we only modified our Home SIP Proxy in order to cope with our cryptographically protected messages while all other network elements are based on standard SIP. So there was no need to take the whole call until the second roundtrip into consideration. Here, on the other hand, both SIP Proxies were modified and we were forced to rerun our experiments in order to be able to compare our schemes to each other. For the client’s delay on the other hand we have used the same measurements presented in Karopoulos et al. (2008) for PrivaSIP-1-RSA since there is no modification to the client’s software or hardware configuration.

In order to conduct our experiments we constructed a testbed, which comprises from the following elements:

1. Client delay: In this scenario we compute the time required for a UA to construct an INVITE request; moreover, for comparison purposes, we recorded measurements when our schemes are in use and when they are not. The measured request creation phase constitutes from the preparation of all SIP headers including the encryption of the respective user IDs when PrivaSIP is utilized. We have measured delays using a “low-end client” as well as a “high-end client” so that we could investigate what is the impact of our method on different hardware configurations. This scenario runs only on clients and does not involve any network interaction since we only measure the INVITE preparation delay.

2. Server delay: According to this second scenario we measured the time required for a SIP Proxy server to serve a request. We have measured delays while the server is (over)stressed with different queue sizes of requests. The scenario was executed one time for each of our implementations and once using standard SIP using different queue sizes ranging from 100 to 1000 calls. For each queue size the call rate is automatically adjusted by Sipp. The measured time starts when an INVITE is sent and ends when a “180 Ringing” is received by Sipp; this means that the user has been authenticated and his call has reached the intended recipient.

- One low-end laptop machine, which incorporates an AMD Mobile Athlon 4 CPU at 1.2 GHz and 256 MB of RAM. For the purposes of our experiments, the laptop’s CPU was down-graded from 1.2 GHz to 500 MHz with the use of Powersave daemon version 0.10.15, which is part of the machine’s Operating System (OS). This enabled us to have similar capabilities as today’s handheld and mobile devices. This laptop’s network interface was not used since it ran only the client scenario as a “low-end UA”. The OS of this machine is SuSE Linux 10.0, kernel version 2.6.13-15-smp, with gcc version 4.0.2 and the software used for measuring client’s delay is based on Twinkle SIP softphone version 1.1 (Twinkle SIP softphone).

- One desktop PC with an Intel Pentium 4 Hyper-Threading CPU at 2.6 GHz and 512 MB of RAM, which also does not utilize its network card since it is the “high-end User Agent (UA)” for measuring client delay. The OS of this machine is SuSE Linux 10.0, kernel version 2.6.13-15-smp, with gcc version 4.0.2 and the software used for measuring client’s delay is based on Twinkle SIP softphone version 1.1.

- One desktop with a dual–core Intel Pentium 4 CPU at 3 GHz and 1 GB of RAM which plays the role of “User Agent 1” in Fig. 2. This machine connects to the network through a Broadcom
NetXtreme Gigabit Ethernet card. Its purpose is to make multiple calls to User Agent 2 through the two Proxies so that we can measure the delay of each request when the Proxies have queue sizes of certain length. This is realized with the use of SIPP 3.0 in client mode which automatically adjusts the call rate so that a stable queue size is maintained. This machine's OS is openSuSE Linux 10.3, kernel version 2.6.22.18-0.2, with gcc version 4.2.1.

- One PC with a dual-core AMD Athlon X2 64 CPU at 1.9 GHz and 2 GB of RAM which plays the role of “Home SIP Proxy” in Fig. 2. This machine connects to the network through a Realtek RTL8102E Fast Ethernet 100 Mbps network card. The SIP proxy software is based on SER version 0.9.6 supported by MySQL version 5.0.45-community during the authentication procedure. This machine's OS is openSuSE Linux 11 (32-bit version), kernel version 2.6.25.16-0.1 with gcc version 4.3.
- One desktop PC with a dual-core Intel Pentium 4 CPU at 2.8 GHz and 1 GB of RAM, which connects to the network through a Broadcom NetXtreme Gigabit Ethernet card. Its purpose is to receive the calls made by User Agent 1 and send back a “180 Ringing” message which is realized with the use of SIPP 3.0 in server mode. The OS of this PC is openSuSE Linux 11, kernel version 2.6.25.16-0.1 with gcc version 4.3.

Two different 1024-bit RSA digital certificates were issued for the Home Proxy and the Inbound Proxy to be used from PrivaSIP-1-RSA and PrivaSIP-2-RSA, and the corresponding public keys have been transferred to the UAs. For ECIES we have used 160-bit keys, and for AES 128-bit keys. Cryptographic operations related to RSA and AES were executed with the help of the open source OpenSSL library version 0.9.8g (OpenSSL), while for ECIES we used Crypto++ library version 5.5.2 (Crypto++). The measurements where conducted on the network architecture shown in Fig. 3. UA 1 and Home SIP Proxy reside in the same 100 Mbps LAN while Inbound SIP Proxy and UA 2 reside in another 100Mbps LAN. The two subnetworks connect through the Internet over a 2 Mbit ADSL connection with 2048 Mbps maximum downlink and 256 Kbps maximum uplink speed. The average ping time between the two subnetworks is 22 ms but this value can only be considered as an indication.

We have made the following modifications to the initial versions of the open source software used:

- Twinkle. Our modified Twinkle was modified so that it encrypts <From> field and caller’s Digest username in PrivaSIP-1 while for PrivaSIP-2 it encrypts both <From> and <To> fields and caller’s Digest username. Encryptions involving RSA and AES are performed using OpenSSL while for those involving ECIES we employed Crypto++.
- SER. Our modified SER decrypt the user IDs, processes the request and forwards the message with the original encrypted user IDs. When Digest authentication is used it also decrypts the username of the UA.
- SIPP. SIPP creates SIP messages based on an XML file that describes a scenario. While encrypted SIP URIs are parsed...
correctly, we had to modify SIPp in order to parse long usernames (in our case 256 characters). When a 407 Proxy-Authorization request is received, SIPp’s response includes the encrypted forms of the user ID and the username used for authentication.

For the client delay scenario we have taken measurements with 12 different configurations: our five implementations plus standard SIP run on a high-end UA as well as on a low-end-client. For each configuration we have measured the delay of the preparation of a single INVITE message 1000 times. These configurations are:

1. High-end UA with standard SIP
2. High-end UA with PrivaSIP-1-RSA
3. High-end UA with PrivaSIP-1-ECIES
4. High-end UA with PrivaSIP-1-AES
5. High-end UA with PrivaSIP-2-RSA
6. High-end UA with PrivaSIP-2-ECIES
7. Low-end UA with standard SIP
8. Low-end UA with PrivaSIP-1-RSA
9. Low-end UA with PrivaSIP-1-ECIES
10. Low-end UA with PrivaSIP-1-AES
11. Low-end UA with PrivaSIP-2-RSA
12. Low-end UA with PrivaSIP-2-ECIES

The measurements for configurations 1, 2, 7 and 8 are those calculated in Karopoulos et al. (2008); results for all other configurations correspond to novel schemes we introduced in this paper. Table 1 shows the results for each of the 12 different configurations. Apart from the mean delay, we have included in the table the minimum and maximum delays, the standard deviation of the taken measurements and the 95% confidence interval.

The observation of the table reveals that when our schemes are in use the INVITE preparation delay is in some cases significantly higher compared to standard SIP and this is obviously due to cryptographic operations involved. The highest delays are observed when ECIES is in use. However, all delays measured are in ms with an overall maximum of 280.76 ms, meaning that actually there is no perceived delay by the end user. Also standard deviation of all values remains low, showing that their majority is spread near the mean delay. This observation is further supported by the calculated confidence intervals.

Fig. 4 shows the impact of hardware configuration on INVITE request preparation delay for the different implementations of PrivaSIP-1, and Fig. 5 the corresponding delays for PrivaSIP-2. Here we depict the mean preparation delay values presented in Table 1 adding the confidence intervals for each mean value as error bars on the graph. The X-axis represents the scheme used, while Y-axis shows the INVITE preparation delay in ms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Delay (ms)</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Confidence interval (95%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>8.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>53.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>6.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>8.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>24.22</td>
<td>22.26</td>
<td>251.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>10.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>46.89</td>
<td>44.17</td>
<td>280.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
During the execution of the second scenario we measured the mean server response times for different queue sizes for each implementation. These queue sizes range from 100 to 1000 calls and for each one of them we computed the mean response time of 1000 authenticated calls. For each different implementation examined, server’s queue is populated with similar requests, i.e., standard SIP messages for measuring standard SIP’s response delays, PrivaSIP-1-RSA messages for measuring PrivaSIP-1-RSA, etc. Server’s queue population was realized with the SIPp tool, which can create multiple calls with automatically adjusted call rate, so as to keep server’s queue at a predefined stable length.

Tables 2–7 show the results for the second scenario. These tables demonstrate the mean server response delays from the moment the user initiates a call until he gets back a “180 Ringing” message; for each implementation we also include the standard deviation of each mean value and the 95% confidence interval. From these results we infer that there is an overhead in our proposals in comparison to standard SIP regarding the response delays. However, these results are based on the assumption that in the first case we only have standard SIP requests while in the second case only our modified requests. In a more realistic scenario (where probably privacy will be offered with some additional cost) the requests will be mixed at all SIP proxies involved and the performance penalty will be decreased. Furthermore, as we have already explained, here we consider a worst case scenario regarding the number of cryptographic operations; keeping state information in some SIP Proxies and reusing encrypted URIs will improve the performance of our schemes.

Taking PrivaSIP-2-RSA as an example, in a full roundtrip as shown in Fig. 2, 6 decryptions take place: 4 in Home Proxy (first INVITE’s From decryption, second INVITE’s From and Digest username decryption, 180 Ringing From decryption) and 2 in Inbound Proxy (INVITE’s To decryption, 180 Ringing To decryption). These decryptions could be limited to 2 if: (a) the client uses the same encrypted URI for all messages of a session,
(b) the server stores a correspondence of the encrypted URI and its decrypted value, and (c) Digest username is the same with \texttt{From} user ID. To show the performance improvement that can be achieved we take the delays for server queue sizes of 1000 calls. The difference between PrivaSIP-2-RSA and standard SIP, that is 1749.49/1049.62 = 699.87 ms, is mainly due to cryptographic operations. So for each cryptographic operation we have a mean delay of 699.87/6 = 116.65 ms. Following the above optimizations we will have 2 cryptographic operations adding to the delay of standard SIP, i.e., 1049.62+2 * 116.65 = 1282.92 ms, which is a lot better than 1749.49 ms that we measured without any optimization. Of course this is not an accurate value but an estimation, which, however, shows how much faster our methods can be. It is up to the system administrator to decide and make the proper tradeoff between speed and storage needed for keeping state information.

Figs. 6 and 7 depict the mean server response delays for all our implementations for different server queue sizes. The X-axis represents the size of the queue, while Y-axis shows the mean response delay computed for each queue size in ms. In each point we have also included the corresponding confidence interval as error bars.

6. Discussion

In this section we discuss some interesting points regarding the use of PrivaSIP; we will first comment on the results of comparing related work with PrivaSIP and from the observation of the performance measurements. The first issue has to do with ID hiding. In some occasions it is desirable from the caller not to reveal his ID to the callee. This ID hiding type is supported by our schemes and by two other schemes as well, namely “Anonymous URI” and “Privacy mechanism for SIP”. The difference here is that only the two PrivaSIP variations can support this feature while simultaneously protecting the Digest username during the authentication process.
As the most important advantage of our methods we consider their ability to maintain their privacy-protecting features while operating through untrusted domains even when these domains are placed between the caller and his Home Domain. While S/MIME can also protect the user's ID, it cannot protect his username during Digest authentication. Furthermore, it cannot offer caller’s ID hiding from the callee.

Another consideration is that only “Anonymous URI” can protect the Home Domain name of the caller; however, this method is less practical since it cannot support authentication. Regarding the IP addresses of the communicating parties it is evident that no method can effectively protect them from eavesdroppers; a possible exception to this would be the employment of IPsec in tunnel mode. Another possible solution would be the use of a NAT server which could be co-located with the SIP Home proxy; however, this needs further investigation and it is considered future work. This solution presumes that the employed scheme should be stateful so all stateful schemes can be utilized; PrivaSIP can operate in either stateful or stateless mode so it is included in these schemes. In general, considering all schemes without the NAT extension, while both domain names and IP addresses are considered private information they should remain publicly available so that the two parties can communicate with each other during, as well as after, the session establishment.

Another remark concerning our schemes is the acquisition of Proxy certificates. Throughout this paper we assume that the UAs have in their possession the digital certificates of the Proxies they need. This is a logical assumption concerning the Home Proxy certificate of each user; however, the same cannot be straightforwardly asserted for other Proxies. Thus, when PrivaSIP-2 is utilized the caller’s UA should first acquire and check the certificate of the callee’s Home Proxy and then proceed to the protection of the messages. This, however, happens usually once and stands for multiple sessions, i.e., until the certificate of the corresponding foreign SIP Proxy that contains the public key expires. When symmetric cryptography is utilized we assume that the user shares a Digest password with his Home Proxy, which is of course a viable assumption.

As we have already stated, each PrivaSIP variation serves different purposes. From our experiments we can draw some conclusions as to which implementation is more efficient and easy to deploy. For PrivaSIP-1 it seems that the implementation with AES is the best choice since it is the most efficient one and the easiest in deployment; it only reuses the already shared Digest password between the caller and his Home Proxy and does not mandate any sort of PKI. For PrivaSIP-2 the most efficient implementation is the one that uses ECIES with the difficulties in deployment being the same with RSA since a PKI is needed to manage certificates for the Proxies. While ECIES presents higher delays on the client side, it also presents lower delays than RSA on the server side; in our case this is a desired effect since the imposed client delays are not perceived by the end user.

At this point we would like to clarify why there is no PrivaSIP-3 scheme protecting the callee ID only; e.g. when a user calls some special hotline. Considering anonymity from the caller's point of view, when using PrivaSIP-1 the only available information to others is that “some user from domain D1 is calling hotline H (which belongs to domain D2)”. When using PrivaSIP-2, the available information is that “some user from domain D1 is calling some user from domain D2”. In a hypothetical PrivaSIP-3 scheme the available information would be that “user U is calling some user from domain D2”. However, since domains include (usually similar kind of) services administered by the same entity (this can be a person or corporation, etc.) this could be easily translated into “user U is calling a hotline from domain D2”. So, the only protection in PrivaSIP-3 would be that others do not know exactly which hotline the user called. Moreover, everyone is able to access the real ID of the user that attempts to call a hotline. Naturally, this does not improve user's privacy in any way.

Another point needing clarification is how an ID hiding scheme like PrivaSIP can protect end users from spammers; moreover, such protection should be combined with the requirement that providers should log communication information in certain countries. The answer to both questions lies in the fact that both PrivaSIP schemes do not provide anonymity but pseudonymity. Regarding the spam issue, pseudonymity pre-supposes that a real ID should be used and this would probably discourage spammers. Furthermore, our methods support user authentication thus making massive anonymous requests difficult for spammers. Pseudonymity also means that all protected IDs are recoverable by the corresponding entities that are the Home servers of both users. More specifically, the caller’s Home proxy can recover the caller’s real ID and the callee’s Home proxy can recover the callee’s real ID. Under this context, data retention policies do not need to change; service providers log connection information and recover user IDs upon request.

The next comment relates with a set of protocols becoming popular among the SIP world, namely—the E.164 Number Mapping (ENUM) protocols (Mealling, 2002a–d). This suite of protocols is used to unify the telephone numbering system (E.164) with the addressing system used in the Internet by using the Domain Name System (DNS). Even when using ENUM, user ID hiding can be realized in the same way; the choice is on the user himself. The user can choose to place either his real SIP URI or a pseudonym (as described in PrivaSIP) in the DNS.

7. Contribution

In this section we would like to summarize and clear out the contribution of this paper compared to previous work. We present two SIP privacy-preserving protocols: the first one, namely PrivaSIP-1, has been introduced in Karopoulos et al. (2008), while the second one, PrivaSIP-2, is a novel one. In Karopoulos et al. (2008) we use RSA for PrivaSIP-1 while here we introduce two more implementations based on ECIES and AES for evaluation and comparison purposes. Regarding the testbed experiments, as it has been presented in Section 5, we have client and server side scenarios. In Karopoulos et al. (2008), we have measured the SIP INVITE preparation delay for the client and here we reuse the same measurements for SIP and PrivaSIP-1-RSA. In the current paper we present new results for PrivaSIP-1-ECIES, PrivaSIP-1-AES and all the implementations of PrivaSIP-2. For the server side scenarios, in Karopoulos et al. (2008) we have presented time measurements for SIP and PrivaSIP-1-RSA only. However, apart from new schemes evaluation, here we had to rerun all our past experiments for reasons explained in Section 5. Thus, all our server side measurements are considered new. Section 3 reviews related work on SIP privacy-preserving methods and comment on their advantages and disadvantages regarding SIP ID privacy; this is also an extended version of the related work presented in Karopoulos et al. (2008).

8. Conclusions

Security is perceived as a sine qua non-condition in public communication infrastructure, whether fixed or mobile. It has a dominant role in ensuring that citizens can trust the capabilities and the service framework that such an environment can offer within the modern Information Society. In the near future it is
envisioned that SIP will co-exist or even supersede classic telephony systems like PSTN. So, before this becomes reality certain security issues must be solved. While SIP is a simple and easy to deploy protocol, it turns out that some of the security problems related to it are hard to solve. One such problem is privacy since SIP messages cannot be cryptographically protected as a whole.

As we already showed SIP has a number of security and especially privacy-protecting mechanisms; however, some privacy issues are still open. Here we analyze a privacy issue concerning the user IDs of SIP users and concentrate on the protection of communicating parties IDs in an easy to deploy manner. We also review existing solutions focusing on how each method can protect user IDs and comment on them to show their advantages and disadvantages.

We argued that our methods can protect user IDs more effectively and in cases where existing methods fail to satisfy users' privacy needs. This is especially true when a fair balancing between privacy and performance is terminus. Our quantitative analysis through extensive testbed experimentation showed that for the client side the delay is negligible, while our methods cost on SIP Proxies turns out to be highly dependent on the chosen implementation ranging from comparable to standard SIP to quite expensive in terms of time delay. We have already discussed which implementations are appropriate under certain circumstances based on efficiency and easiness of deployment; our future work will concentrate in finding ways to further improve the privacy of SIP.
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